
Housing vulnerable 

tenants



What drives us

- Peter Bedford’s mission is to enable vulnerable and excluded 
people to gain confidence and skills so that they can move onto 
greater independence. 

- Our vision is that all our tenants and participants realise their 
aspirations, achieve true independence and social inclusion.

- Founded in 1969 by Michael Sorenson on Quaker principles
- Based on a mutual self help basis where beneficiaries,
volunteers and paid staff have a stake in the community
- A self help community was established largely for people leaving
prison, a trailblazer
-Tenants established their own enterprises and became
employed by the Association



Our values

The word PRIDE helps us to remember:

• P: make progress through participation

• R: achieve respect through taking responsibility

• I: work in an inclusive way and be innovative about 
what we do

• D: value the uniqueness of every individual and 
welcome difference and diversity

• E: empower and enable tenants and participants to 
take control of their futures



Our aims

•To create effective partnerships that support PBHA to

meet its mission.

•To build and sustain a highly motivated, dynamic and
skilled team to achieve the organisation’s mission.

•To challenge the stigma and discrimination

experienced by vulnerable adults, and raise awareness

of the causes and effects of inequality and exclusion.



Our culture

• Client centred, encouraging help seeking behaviours

• Treat everyone as potentially capable of wanting, gaining and 
maintaining paid work; seeking to replace low expectations 
with aspirations – a strengths based approach

• Link action and support planning with training and 
employment leading to independence, using the Outcomes 
Star, and soon to be new tools to measure achievement

• Provide opportunities to increase employability, including 
vocational qualifications, skills for life (literacy, numeracy, IT), 
information, advice and guidance and personal development, 
work placements

• Therapeutic value of creative activity – art, joinery, textiles



How do we 

communicate?

• We work to build trust and rapport with tenants – recruiting staff for interpersonal skills 
is critical

• We give the tenant the choice of the best way to communicate with them, we tailor our 
approach

• We provide bite sized information in the form of a Tenant’s Handbook

• We consider tenants the experts in their own support

• We seek to achieve best practice in adaptations to homes - eg sensory alerts in multiple 
parts of the house, informing other people living with them about adaptations

• Older tenants in particular may not be forthcoming or aware of how their needs are 
changing. We visit regularly to see the tenant in their own environment and understand 
best how to help.

• We make referrals to floating support

• We have upgraded fire alarms in flats, and adapted fire evacuation and testing 
procedures. We set up PEEPs for anyone vulnerable. We have re-invested in fire safety 
training for all staff and induction for tenants.



How do we 

communicate?

• We have very close links to our contractors, asking them to comment on welfare. The 
terms of our procurement contracts includes the expectation that contractors are 
trained in safeguarding and are DBS checked

• We monitor vulnerable tenants who we should not visit alone for ours and their safety. 
We flag up unhygienic flats, and tenants where ASB may arise. We risk assess any 
vulnerable tenant so we can be assured of theirs and our safety

• Our community focus is strong, so tenant forums , community engagement, 
neighbourhood watch are opportunities to engage tenants as stakeholders

• We use services such as “Help on your doorstep” for triage to support the most 
vulnerable

• We have fitted CCTV in response to tenant feedback on safety

• We help tenants to have a strong sense of place – being aware of the Council newsletter, 
events taking place locally, signing for neighbours parcels

• We book specialist teams and visitors to talk to tenant forums eg ASB teams

• We have responsible tenant volunteers

• We signpost staff to new services - staff training, team meetings, websites




